In this paper, we propose an adaptive statistical language model, which successfully incorporates the semantic information into an n-gram model. Traditional n-gram models exploit only the immediate context of history. We fust introduce the semantic topic as a new source to extract the long distance information for language modeling, and then adopt the maximum entropy (ME) approach instead of the conventional linear interpolation method to integrate the semantic information with the n-gram model. Using the ME approach, each information source gives rise to a set of constraints, which should be satisfied to achieve the hybrid model. In the experiments, the ME language models trained using the China Times newswire corpus achieved 40% perplexity reduction over the baseline bigram model.
INTRODUCTION
Language modeling plays an important role in automatic speech recognition (ASR). When observing the speech signal, the corresponding word sequence is obtained to maximize the posteriori probability. The classification rule is based on Bayes' theory. i = a r g m a x~(~/ 0 ) = a r g m w a x~( 0 1~)~(~) (1) where 0 is the observed speech signal, while P(OIw) and P ( w ) are, respectively, the acoustic model score and the language model score associated with word sequence W.
The language model is used to characterize the regularities in natural language. It is also popular to apply language models in machine translation, document classification, information retrieval [I I] and other applications.
There are various kinds of language models feasible to extract different linguistic regularities of natural language. The most common and successful one is to use the statistical n-gram model [13] , which is efficient at capturing local lexical regularities. The structural language model [5] effectively exploited the relevant syntactic regularities based on the predefined grammar rules. Also, the semantic language model [I] can easily explore the document-level semantic regularities. However, none of them can simultaneously take into account the local lexical, hierarchical syntactic and semantic information. Therefore, it is desirable to estimate a hybrid model that integrates multiple information knowledge.
The simplest way to. combine different information sources is to apply linear interpolation. Using this approach, each information source is characterized by a separate model. Different information sources are combined using weighted averaging, which minimize the overall perplexity without considering their strengths and weaknesses in particular contexts. In other words, the weights are optimized globally instead of locally. The hybrid model obtained in this way could not guarantee the optimal use of the different information sources.
Another important approach is based on the Jaynes' maximum entropy (ME) principle [IO] . This approach presents a procedure to set up the probability distributions on the hasis of partial knowledge. Different from linear interpolation, this approach attempts to capture all information provided by various knowledge sources. The maximum entropy principle was first applied to language modeling in [3] . Using the ME approach, the information source provided by trigger pairs was incorporated into the n-gram model to integrate long distance dependencies with local lexical regularities [12] . Although trigger pairs can be used to exploit the long distance word relationships, this approach only considers the frequently co-occwed word pairs in the training data, but ignores the ones with a lower frequency. Consequently, some important semantic information could be lost. To reduce the information loss, some topic-based language models were proposed [lS] . In this paper, a new long-distance, semantic knowledge source called the semantic topic, is introduced. The latent semantic analysis (LSA) [4] [7] is used to exploit the topic information. The relationships between semantic topics and target words are incorporated into the new language model under the ME framework.
MAXIMUM ENTROPY PRINCIPLE
The basic ME principle aims to subtly model what we In the following, we discuss this method for combining knowledge sources for language modeling [3] . First, each knowledge source provides a set of constraints, which should be satisfied to fmd the unique ME solution. These constraints are typically expressed as marginal distributions.
Given features f, ,...,f, specifying the properties extracted 60m data, the expectation of f, with respect to the empirical distribution a(h, w) of history k and word w is calculated by where A ( ) is a binary-valued feature function. The expectation with respect to the target distribution p(h,w) is calculated by
Because the target distribution p(h,w) is required to exploit all the information provided by these features, the constraints are accordingly specified as
Under these constraints, we maximize the entropy of the distributionp(h,w), which is equivalent to maximize its uniformity. The Lagrange optimization is adopted to solve the constrained optimization problem. For each feature f,, we introduce a Lagrange multiplier 4. The Lagrangian A (~, A ) is defined as where 
where fX(h,w)=Cf.(h,w)
Update the value of 4 according to 3. Go to step 2 if some 4 have not converged
After estimating the optimal parameters A , we can calculate the ME language model. In [14] , the ME principle was extended to the latent ME ( L E ) for modeling hidden variables. The probabilistic LSA was successfully incorporated into an "-gram model by serving the semantic information as the latent variables. Here, we use the semantic information as the explicit features. The LSA is adopted to build the semantic topics.
INTEGRATION OF SEMANTIC INFORMATION AND N-GRAMS
In this section, we introduce a new knowledge source, which contains the long distance semantic information. Assuming the occurrence of a word is highly related to the topic of current discourse, we apply LSA to find semantic topics. Furthermore, we combine semantic topics and traditional n-grams based on the ME principle.
Semantic topic
LSA is a popular technique in the areas of information retrievaf [4] and semantic inference [I] . The primary assumption is that there exist some latent structures embedded in the words across documents. LSA is able to exploit this structure. 
where ti is the total number of times appears in the C'. I .I= corpus.
In the second step, the words and documents are projected to a low dimensional space through the singular value decomposition (SVD):
where S is a R x R diagonal matrix with singular values, U is a M x R matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors derived 6om the word-by-word correlation matrix, WW', V is a D x R matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors derived from the document-by-document correlation matrix, W r W , and R<<min(M,N) is the order of the decomposition. After the projection, each column vector of SVT characterizes the position of a particular document in the R-dimensional semantic space.
We can also perform a document clustering [1] [2]
based on the LSA projection. Each cluster is composed of some documents similar to each other in the semantic space. In other words, each cluster can reflect a particular topic, namely the semantic topic, which is used to determine the topic of a particular context according to a similarity measure. According to topic assignment of a history, we can obtain P , (~I~) from the training data easily. Before describing the ME approach, we introduce the combination using linear interpolation.
Linear interpolation
Linear interpolation [I21 can be used to combine the information sources from bigrams and semantic topics, too.
Given two models, pz-,m ( W 1 h ) and p , (W 1 h ) , the hybrid model can be computed by pu(w I h ) = k z~~.~~~ (w I h)+k,pn(w I h ) ,
Using this method, the n-gram model and the semantic topic model are integrated with the futed weights. The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [9] can be applied to determine these weights that minimize the overall perplexity.
ME approach
Using the ME approach, n-grams and semantic topics are both viewed as constraints. The features from these two information sources are partitioned into the event space as shown in Table 1 . XP@, wlf;"(h, w) = 1 P"(k w)f;"(h, w) = 2 w , , wp).
Semantic topics:
Under these constraints, the ME procedure described in Section 2 can be applied to estimate the hybrid model, which combines the information sources from bigrams and semantic topics. Finally, the solution in the form of Equation (7) can be obtained. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the following experiments, the training corpus composed of 1,000 newswire articles (343,851 words in total) collected from the China Times. We used a lexicon of 32,909 words, among which 13,516 words occur at least once in the training corpus. The test corpus, which was also collected 6om China Times, consisted of approximately 14,000 words.
The perplexities for the baseline bigram model and the hybrid models are summarized in Table 2 , where C represents the number of document clusters. The reduced dimensionality of LSA is 100. We performed the IIS algorithm with 30 iterations. The K-means algorithm was applied to document clustering and semantic topic determination. From Figure I . Relationship between topic size and perplexity Figure 1 depicts the perplexity with respect to the topic size. It was found that the perplexity first decreased as the topic size increased, and then increased with further increase of topic size. The larger topic size produces the higher resolution for the information source. However, the model with higher resolution requires more training data to estimate more parameters. If the training data are insufficient, the overtraining problem will occur. It is a trade-off depending on the training data available.
CONCLUSION
Language modeling is used to capture different regularities of natural language. The statistical n-gam model is the most popular one. The limitation of the model is that it is not able to exploit long distance dependencies.
In this paper, we introduced a novel long distance, semantic information source called the semantic topic. Different kom trigger pairs, the new information source considers the whole context instead of the relationships between highly related words. We applied LSA to extract the semantic topics by performing document clustering.
We believe that each document cluster can present a particular topic at the semantic level. Furthermore, the maximum entropy principle is used to combine this semantic knowledge with the conventional n-gram model. The hybrid model obtained in this way achieves a significant perplexity reduction compared to the baseline n-gram model and the hybrid model obtained by linear interpolation.
